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WPTY Programs local news, information traffic and weather every day from 6a-10a and 3p and 7p. 

The station participates in the EAS and the local RDS alert system. 

The station is working with the County of Suffolk and the State of NY to identify COVID testing and 

vaccination stations throughout the County. 

The station is working with the Town of Brookhaven to air PSA’s that identify rental relief applications 

and funding grants. 

The station conducted a food drive for the Towns of Brookhaven and Riverhead. 

The station participated in a group Toy Drive for the Town of Brookhaven. 

The station covers a compelling array of local news topics. WPTY also produces a variety of 

COMMUNITY SHOWS. 

The Nonprofit Voice is the only local radio show dedicated exclusively to our local nonprofit 

organizations. Our guests join us from large, small and start-up nonprofit organizations in the New York 

area about how they directly benefit our community.  Tune in to learn how you, too, can make a positive 

difference in your neighborhood. 

The Nonprofit Voice airs every Sunday morning on 96.1 WPTY from 6:00am to 8:00am and features 

inspiring residents who give back. Our show has highlighted large nonprofit organizations such as EPIC 

Long Island,  Variety Child Learning Center (VCLS), IRI, the Hispanic Counseling Center and ACDS, which 

serves children and adults with Down syndrome, autism and other developmental disabilities. Our hosts, 

Ron Gold and Allison Brecher, also interview small, start-up organizations.  Guests will highlight 

upcoming events, their services, and discuss hot topics affecting the population they serve. 

WPTY dedicates all programming for two full days to Angela’s House every year and runs 1000 

recorded Public Service Announcements for the organization every year. 

Radio Job Line Sunday 10p-11p Scott Passeser is one of Long Island’s most respected business leaders 

and is deeply connected with the Long Island business community. Scott currently hosts Radio Jobline 

every Sunday  from 10-11 PM and formerly hosted one of the region’s most watched business television 

programs, News 12 Long Island’s Jobline from 1989- 2013. Scott has been leading discussions and 



shaping thinking across the region for decades, while helping Long Islanders find jobs and achieve 

success in their careers. 


